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Abstract—Automatic modulation classification (AMC) is an
essential technology for the non-cooperative communication
systems, and it is widely applied into various communications
scenarios. In the recent years, deep learning (DL) has been
introduced into AMC due to its outstanding identification
performance. However, it is almost impossible to implement
previously proposed DL-based AMC algorithms without large
number of labeled samples, while there are generally few labeled
sample and large unlabel samples in the realistic communication
scenarios. In this paper, we propose a transfer learning (TL)-
based semi-supervised AMC (TL-AMC) in a zero-forcing aided
multiple-input and multiple-output (ZF-MIMO) system. TL-
AMC has a novel deep reconstruction and classification network
(DRCN) structure that consists of convolutional auto-encoder
(CAE) and convolutional neural network (CNN). Unlabeled
samples flow from CAE for modulation signal reconstruction,
while labeled samples are fed into CNN for AMC. Knowledge is
transferred from the encoder layer of CAE to the feature layer of
CNN by sharing their weights, in order to avoid the ineffective
feature extraction of CNN under the limited labeled samples.
Simulation results demonstrated the effectiveness of TL-AMC. In
detail, TL-AMC performs better than CNN-based AMC under
the limited samples. What’s more, when compared with CNN-
based AMC trained on massive labeled samples, TL-AMC also
achieved the similar classification accuracy at the relative high
SNR regime.

Index Terms—Automatic modulation classification, deep learn-
ing, convolutional neural network, transfer learning, multiple-
input and multiple-output.

I. INTRODUCTION

Automatic modulation classification (AMC) plays an
essential role for the demodulation of signals in many
non-cooperative communications systems [1] and beyond
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fifth generation (B5G) wireless communications systems [2],
[3]. AMC originates from the military scenario, which is
widely applied into electronic warfare for the analysis of
the intercepted signals from enemy [4]. Then, AMC has
been gradually introduced into civilian applications, such as
spectrum resource monitoring [1], [5], link adaptation (LA)
[4], [6], and cognitive radio (CR) [7]. In general, AMC
is modeled as a typical pattern recognition problem, and a
series of traditional methods, based on manmade features
and machine learning classifier [8], have been proposed and
realized. However, their recognition performance still require
to be improved.

Recently, deep learning (DL), as an effective and powerful
tool of classification and regression tasks [9]–[14], has been
applied for solving various communications problems [15]–
[17], such as beam management [18], system optimization
[19]–[24], resource allocation [25]–[29], channel codec [30]
and so on. For the same reasons, DL is introduced into AMC,
and many DL-based AMC algorithms have been proposed
[31]–[36]. However, these algorithms are based on a large
number of labeled samples, and they may be not suitable
for the real communication scenarios, where labeled samples
are few. The learning algorithms, which are based on a large
number of unlabeled samples and few labeled samples, are
denoted as semi-supervise algorithm.

Hence, inspired by that transfer learning (TL) [37] is
generally applied for semi-supervised learning, we propose
a TL-based semi-supervised AMC (TL-AMC) method in ZF
equalization-aided multiple-input and multiple-output (MIMO)
systems [35]. The proposed TL-AMC method can make
full use of both labeled samples and unlabeled samples.
Specifically, we introduce a TL structure with two pipeline,
and the one is a CNN for classification of the few labeled
samples, while the other is a convolutional auto-encoder
(CAE) to reconstruct the massive unlabeled samples. The
encoder layer in CAE shares the knowledge (i. e., weights)with
the convolutional layer in CNN to help CNN overcome
the problems of ineffective training and overfitting, which
are caused by few labeled samples. The simulation results
demonstrated the effectiveness of the proposed TL-AMC
algorithm.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section
II, we overview the related work about AMC algorithms. In
Section III, we introduce system model, signal model and the
process of dataset generation. Then, in IV, we introduce the
proposed semi-supervised TL-AMC algorithm, and the CNN-
based AMC algorithm, as a comparison, is briefly introduced.
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TABLE I
THE MAIN SYMBOLS IN THIS PAPER.

Symbol Explanation
Nr The number of receiving antennas
Nt The number of transmitting antennas
H Complex MIMO channel matrix
yn Received signal vector
xn Transmitted modulation signal vector
wn Additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN)
ŷn Received signal vector processed by ZF equalizer

ZF (H) ZF equalization matrix
D Generated random symbol vector
K Length of generated random symbol vector

Mod(·) Modulation operation
X Transmitted signal matrix
Y Received signal matrix
W Noise matrix

V ec(·) Vectorization operation
Re(·), Im(·) Real part, Imaginary part

{P (m|IQ)}m∈M Probability distribution function (PDF)
{si, li}NC

i=1 Labeled dataset with NC samples
{sj}NR

j=1 Unlabeled dataset with NR samples
DS /XS /TS /FS Source dimension/dataset/task/mapping function
DT /XT /TT /FT Target dimension/dataset/task/mapping function
fCNN/fCAE Mapping function of CNN/CAE

gF /gC Mapping function of feature/classification layer
gE/gD Mapping function of encoder/decoder layer

ΘCNN/ΘCAE Parameters of CNN/CAE
ΘF /ΘC Parameters of feature/classification layer
ΘE/ΘD Parameters of encoder/decoder layer

LCCE/LMSE Loss function for the CNN/CAE
λCAE Factor of MSE loss function for CAE
γ Learning rate
B Batch size

Next, various simulation results are provided to compare their
performance in the section V. Finally, the conclusion of this
paper is given in Section VI. In addition, the main symbols
are listed in Tab. I.

II. RELATED WORKS

In this section, we will introduce the previously proposed
supervised and semi-supervised AMC algorithms based on DL
in both single input and single output (SISO) systems and
MIMO systems, respectively.

A. Supervised AMC Methods

DL-based AMC was firstly proposed for SISO system.
Specifically, T. J. O’Shea, et al. [31] firstly proposed a novel
convolutional neural network (CNN)-based AMC algorithm
under the Rician fading environments, whose training
samples are combined with the in-phase and quadrature
(IQ) component of signals, i.e., IQ sample. Its excellent
performance is far beyond the performance of traditional AMC
algorithms, and other DL-based AMC algorithms stemed
from it. Based on [31], Z. Zhang, et al. [32] proposed a
feature fusion algorithm, and authors attempted to fuse various
images and handcrafted features of signals into more robust
and effective features for better classification performance. In
addition, different form the former two papers, S. Hu, et al.
[33] adopted a long short-term memory network with attention
mechanism for AMC, and the AMC algorithm is effectively

implemented in the condition of additive white Gaussian noise
(AWGN) and two non-Gaussian noises.

Regarding to various AMC algorithms in the SISO system,
AMC in the MIMO systems is also concerned. Y. Wang, et
al. [34] proposed a CNN-based cooperative AMC (Co-AMC),
which give the final modulation type decision via the sub-
results from each receiving antenna and various cooperative
decision rules. What’s more, based on paper [34], G. Gui, et
al. [35] adopted zero forcing (ZF) equalization with channel
statement information (CSI) to improve the performance of
AMC. In detail, ZF equalizer is applied to pre-process the
received signals, and then the corresponding modulation types
are identified by pre-processed signals and CNN. Different
from the simple MIMO system with a uncorrelated Rayleigh
fading channel in above two papers, M. H. Shah and X. Dang
[36] considered a more complex system: space-time-block-
codes (STBC)-MIMO system. In this paper, they proposed two
neural network structures: sparse auto-encoder (SAE)-based
deep neural network (DNN) and radial basis function network
(RBFN) for AMC, and they also studied the impact of the CSI
estimation errors on the performance of AMC.

B. Semi-supervised AMC Methods

DL models in the above AMC algorithms are trained on
a large number of labeled samples, and these algorithms can
be considers as the supervised algorithm. However, there are
generally a small number of labeled samples with massive
unlabeled samples in the actual communication scenarios.
Under this condition, the previous proposed DL models can
not perform well and effectively. Thus, few shot learning [38]
or semi-supervised algorithms are more suitable for AMC in
this case.

However, few researches are involved into the semi-
supervised AMC in SISO system [39]–[41], and there are
almost no papers to report semi-supervised AMC methods
in MIMO systems. T. J. O’Shea, et al. [39] firstly proposed
a DL-based semi-supervised AMC algorithm, which consists
of an auto-encoder (AE) for nonlinear feature extraction
and various clustering algorithms with few labeled samples
for classification, but it has an unsatisfactory performance.
Y. Tu, et al. [40] and M. Li et al. [41] proposed two
auxiliary classifier generative adversarial network (ACGAN)-
based semi-supervised AMC algorithms, respectively. Their
methods are to create more samples by ACGAN for the
effective training of supervised AMC, and the main difference
between them is the sample form, and the former is the format
of constellation diagram, while the sample form for the latter
is the same as [31].

III. SYSTEM MODEL, SIGNAL MODEL AND DATASET
GENERATION

A. System Model

In this paper, when transmitting the modulation signals by
transmitter, the receiver in the non-cooperative communication
system must first recognize the modulation type of this
received signal by the AMC algorithm, and then it can
demodulate this signal, because there are no protocol between
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transmitter and receiver in the non-cooperative communication
system. In addition, a typical ZF-MIMO system is considered
with Nt antennas in the transmitter and Nr antennas in the
receiver (Nr ≥ Nt), and the receiver is equipped with ZF
equalizer for improving the performance of the system [42].
The whole system structure is shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. The system structure of AMC-aided ZF-MIMO system. Expect the
transmitter and the receiver equipped with ZF equalizer, AMC module is
applied to identify the modulation type for the next demodulation.

B. Signal Model

Here, we consider a uncorrelated Rayleigh flat-fading and
time invariant MIMO channel [42]. The complex MIMO
channel matrix is denoted as H, whose dimensionality is
Nr × Nt, and each element of the channel matrix is i. i.
d, and obeys zero-mean and unit variance complex Gaussian
distribution. Thus, the received MIMO signal at time n can be
model as

yn = Hxn +wn, (1)

where yn = [y1n, y
2
n, ..., y

Nr
n ]T is the (Nr × 1) received signal

vector, which is perfectly sampled without carrier frequency
offset and phase offset, and yin, i ∈ [1, Nr] is the received
symbol at the i-th antenna; xn = [x1n, x

2
n, ..., x

Nt
n ]T is the

(Nt × 1) transmitted signal vector with a certain modulation
type, and , and xjn, j ∈ [1, Nt] is the transmitted symbol at
the j-th antenna; wn is the AWGN with size (Nr × 1), and
wn ∼ CN (0, N0INr

).
Due to the application of ZF equalizer, the received signal

can be written as

ŷn = ZF (H)yn = xn + ZF (H)wn, (2)

where ZF (H) = H† = (HHH)−1HH , and (·)† and (·)H
are respectively the pseudo inverse operation and complex
conjugate transpose [43].

C. Dataset Generation

Based on the above signal model, we can generate dataset
for training and test, and the specified steps are shown in
Fig. 2, and the dimensionality of the generated data after
each conversion or operation are also listed in Fig. 2. The
former two steps are to generate random symbol vector D
with size 1×K (K = 128), and modulate this data to achieve
Mod(D). In this paper, we consider a popular and typical
modulation type pool: M = {BPSK, QPSK, 8PSK, 16QAM}
in both SISO systems and MIMO systems [1], [33]–[35].

Then, the energy of Mod(D) is normalized to Mod(D), i. e.,∑K
k=1 |Mod(D)|2 = 1. This operation is to fairly recognize

different modulation type. Next, Mod(D) is reshaped into a
matrix X with size Nt× K

Nt
, and the n-th column of X is equal

to xn, 1 ≤ n ≤ K
Nt

, i. e., X = [x1,x2, ...,x K
Nt

].
When passing through the MIMO channel and adding

AWGN, the transmitted matrix X can be converted into the
(Nr × K

Nt
) received matrix Y = HX + W, where the n-th

column of Y and W are respectively yn and wn, 1 ≤ n ≤ K
Nt

,
i. e., Y = [y1,y2, ...,y K

Nt

] and W = [w1,w2, ...,w K
Nt

].
Finally, after ZF equalization and vectorization, we separate
the 1 × K vector S = V ec[ZF (H)Y], where V ec(·) is
the vectorization operation, into its real part Re(ST ) and
imaginary part Im(ST ). Then, Re(ST ) and Im(ST ) are
combined into a K × 2 real-value matrix, which is denoted
as IQ = [Re(ST ), Im(ST )], because the real and imaginary
part are the in-phase (I) and quadrature (Q) component,
respectively [35].
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Fig. 2. The detailed steps of dataset generation and the changes of
dimensionality after each step. It contains nine steps form the initial random
data generation to IQ sample.

IV. THE PROPOSED SEMI-SUPERVISED TL-AMC
ALGORITHM

Recently, there have been many researches focusing on
the supervised DL-based AMC algorithms, and most of
researches model AMC as a maximum a posteriori (MAP)-
based classification problem [33], which can be expressed as

m∗ = argmax
m∈M

P (m|IQ), (3)

where m∗ and m is the predicted modulation type and the
real modulation type, respectively. {P (m|IQ)}m∈M is the
probability distribution function (PDF) of the input IQ, and
it is also the output of the DL models. What’s more, it
is well-known that huge high quality samples and accurate
labels are required for the training of the supervised DL-
based AMC algorithms. However, the corresponding labels of
these samples are not usually achievable, and there are more
commonly small amounts of correctly labeled samples with
large amounts of unlabeled samples. Under this condition,
the common supervised algorithms are almost ineffective, but
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Fig. 3. TL-based semi-supervised AMC structure: DRCN. DRCN has two modules: CAE and CNN, where CAE is applied for the reconstruction of unlabeled
sample {sj}NR

j=1, and CNN is trained on the labeled samples {si, li}NC
i=1. What’s more, the encoder layer of CAE and the feature layer of CNN have the

same structure and share their weights with each other. In addition, “Conv1D” is a general convolutional layer and “Dense” is a common fully-connected
layers.

semi-supervised DL algorithms may work. Here, we focus on
the semi-supervised AMC algorithm in the case of the limited
labeled samples.

Inspired by paper [44], we introduce a novel TL framework
for the semi-supervised AMC algorithm in the ZF-MIMO
system, which is denoted as TL-AMC. In the next section,
we will introduce the TL-AMC algorithm from four aspects:
problem description and assumed scenario, TL framework,
loss function, and learning algorithm.

A. Problem Description and Assumed Scenario

In recent years, DL-based AMC algorithms have achieved
outstanding performances, but they are based on massive
labeled modulation signals. However, the real communication
situation is that there are few accurate labeled samples, but the
number of unlabeled samples is huge. It is scarcely possible to
directly train the DL-based AMC algorithms with the powerful
performance, based on the few labeled samples. Hence, we
adopt TL into AMC for improving the weak performance
under the condition of few labeled samples.

What’s more, for the simulation of this condition, we
generate a dataset with a great quantity of samples, and it is
assumed that only the small percent of samples are correctly
labeled, while the remaining samples are unlabeled samples.
The correctly labeled samples and their corresponding labels
is denoted as {si, li}NC

i=1, and the unlabeled sample is referred
as {sj}NR

j=1, where NC and NR are the number of labeled and

unlabeled samples, respectively, and NC � NR. Based on the
assumed dataset, it is impossible to directly apply the labeled
dataset {si, li}NC

i=1 to train a CNN-based AMC algorithm with
high performance, because CNN can not extract high robust
and effective features from the few available samples.

B. TL Framework
1) A Brief Introduction for TL: We define source

dimension, source data, source task, and source mapping
function as DS , XS , TS , and FS , while DT , XT , TT and FT ,
are target dimension, target data, and target task and target
mapping function, respectively. According to paper [45], TL
is defined as the algorithm to improve the learning of FT (·)
in DT = {XT ,FT (XT )} by the application of the knowledge
in DS = {XS ,FS(XS)}, where DS 6= DT or TS 6= TT [45].

2) Deep Reconstruction and Classification Network (DR-
CN): Here, {sj}NR

j=1 is considered as the source data, and
{si, li}NC

i=1 is denoted as the target dataset, while these two
dataset are applied for modulation signal reconstruction and
AMC, respectively. Thus, the TL framework is defined as
deep reconstruction and classification network (DRCN), and
the reconstruction task is to improve the performance of AMC
under the condition of few labeled samples. The specified
structure is shown in Fig. 3, which consists of two modules for
two tasks, respectively. The above module can be considered
as a typical CNN for AMC, while the below module, the
convolutional auto-encoder (CAE), is generally applied for the
reconstruction task.
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The CNN module is applied for supervised AMC to
establish the mapping function from modulation signal to
modulation type, i. e., fCNN : {si}NC

i=1 → {li}
NC
i=1. The CNN

module contains the feature layer (two convolution layer) gF ,
which is to map modulation signal to feature space, i. e.,
gF : {si}NC

i=1 → F . In addition, the classification layer (three
fully-connected layers) gC is to map the feature space to the
modulation type, i. e., gC : F → {li}NC

i=1.
What’s more, the encoder layer gE and decoder layer gD

make up of the the CAE module fCAE : {sj}NR
i=1 → {sj}

NR
i=1,

which is an unsupervised learning. The encoder layer has the
same structure with the feature layer and they share weights of
trainable parameters with each other, which means that their
has the same feature space, and the mapping function can be
represented as gE : {sj}NR

i=1 → F . The decoder layer is to
reconstruct the modulation signal form the feature space, i. e.,
gD : F → {sj}NR

i=1, and it contains three-layer deconvolution
layer. Thus, the fCNN and fCAE can be decomposed as

fCNN (si) = gF ◦ gC(si), (4)
fCAE(sj) = gE ◦ gD(sj), (5)

where “◦” is the composite operation, and the functions are
executed from left to right.

The other specified parameters, such as the number
of neurons and the size of filters, are listed in Fig. 3.
Batch normalization [46] and dropout follow behind each
available layer, except the last fully-connected layer and
the last deconvolution layer, in order to prevent overfitting
and accelerate the training process. Rectified linear unit
(ReLU) function is as the activation function, following
behind each available, while softmax function and parametric
ReLU (PReLU) are the activation functions of the last fully-
connected layer and the last deconvolution layer. These
activation function can be written as

fReLU (xin) = max(0, xin), (6)

fSoftmax(x
i
in) =

xiin∑
j x

j
in

, (7)

fPReLU = max(αxin, xin), (8)

where α is a learnable parameter.

C. Loss Function

Here, the categorical cross entropy (CCE) and the mean
square error (MSE) are as the loss functions for the
classification task and reconstruction task. Set ΘCNN =
{ΘF ,ΘC} and ΘCAE = {ΘE ,ΘD}. The function of CCE
and MSE are given as

LCCE({si, li}NC
i=1;ΘCNN ) =

− 1

NC

NC∑
i=1

lilog[fCNN (si;ΘCNN )],
(9)

LMSE({sj}NR
j=1;ΘCAE) =

− 1

NR

NR∑
j=1

||fCAE(sj ;ΘCAE)− si||22,

(10)

where fCNN and fCAE are the mapping functions of
the CNN for AMC and the CAE for the reconstruction
task, respectively; ΘF , ΘC , ΘE and ΘD are the trainable
parameters of the feature layer, the classification layer, the
encoder layer, and the decoder layer, respectively. It is noted
that ΘF is identically equal to ΘE , i. e., ΘF ≡ ΘE .

Thus, we define the trainable parameters in the DRCN as
Θ = {ΘF ,ΘC ,ΘE ,ΘD}. Thus, the final loss function is
based on these two loss functions, and it can be expressed as

LDRCN ({si, li}NC
i=1, {sj}

NR
j=1;Θ) =

(1− λCAE)LCCE({si, li}NC
i=1;ΘCNN )

+ λCAELMSE({sj}NR
j=1;ΘCAE)

+ λJ(fCNN , fCAE ;Θ),

(11)

where λCAE is the MSE loss factor for the balance the
classification task and the reconstruction task, and 0 ≤
λCAE ≤ 1. When the first two terms are considered as the
data loss, the final term J(·) can be believed as the penalty
term to constrain the model complexity and avoid overfitting,
where λ (0 ≤ λ ≤ 1) is for the balance between the data loss
and the model complexity.

D. Learning Algorithm

Here, we adopt stochastic gradient descent (SGD) as the
learning algorithm to minimize the loss function of DRCN,
which can be written as

Θ∗ = argmin
Θ
LDRCN ({si, li}NC

i=1, {sj}
NR
j=1;Θ). (12)

The training of the DRCN is based on a small batch,
where the labeled samples for the batch training can be
denoted as {si, li}Bi=1 ⊂ {si, li}

NC
i=1 (B � NC), and the

unlabeled samples for the batch training can be written as
{sj}Bj=1 ⊂ {sj}

NR
j=1 (B � NR). Thus, the updating of

parameters can be expressed as

Θnew
CNN ← ΘCNN

− (1− λCAE)γ∇ΘCNN
[LCCE({si, li}Bi=1;ΘCNN )]

− λγ∇ΘCNN
[J(fCNN , fCAE ;Θ)],

(13)

Θnew
CAE ← ΘCAE

− λCAEγ∇ΘCAE
[LMSE({sj}Bj=1;ΘCAE)]

− λγ∇ΘCAE
[J(fCNN , fCAE ;Θ)],

(14)

where γ is the learning rate and ∇ is the partial derivative
operation.

The specified algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1. It is noted
that “parafor” represents parallel operation, which means that
the parameters of the CNN and the CAE are updated in
parallel.
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Algorithm 1 The proposed semi-supervised TL-AMC algo-
rithm for signal classification in ZF-MIMO systems.
Input:

• Labeled dataset {si, li}NC
i=1

• Unlabeled dataset {sj}NR
j=1;

• Leaning rate γ;
• Batch size B;
• Maximum epoches E;

1: Initialize the parameters: ΘF ,ΘC ,ΘE ,ΘD;
2: Set ΘF ≡ ΘE ;
3: while epoch e ≤ E do:
4: parafor each batch do:
5: for each labeled sample in the batch {si, li}Bi=1 ⊂ {si, li}NC

i=1

do:
6: Do a feedforward calculation via fCNN (si; {ΘF ,ΘC});
7: end for
8: Update ΘCNN = {ΘF ,ΘC} by function (13);
9: end parafor

10: parafor each batch do:
11: for each unlabeled sample in the batch {sj}Bj=1 ⊂ {sj}NR

i=1

do:
12: Do a feedforward calculation via fCAE(sj ; {ΘE ,ΘD});
13: end for
14: Update ΘCAE = {ΘE ,ΘD} by function (14);
15: end parafor
16: end while
17: return Θ∗ = {Θ∗CNN ,Θ

∗
CAE}.

E. Comparison Algorithm: Supervised CNN-AMC

In this paper, for highlighting the performance of TL-AMC,
we apply the CNN-based AMC algorithm as a comparison
[35], which is trained on labeled dataset, and it is denoted
as supervised CNN-AMC. It is noted that the CNN in this
algorithm has the same structure and parameters with the CNN
module in the TL-AMC for the fair classification performance
comparison. In addition, the supervised CNN-AMC is trained
on two dataset, and the one dataset is just {si, li}NC

i=1, while
the other dataset contains large labeled samples, which can
be expressed as {si, li}NC

i=1 ∪ {sj , lj}
NR
j=1. Thus, the former

supervised CNN-AMC is denoted as “CNN-AMC (Small)”
and the latter one is referred as “CNN-AMC (Large)”. What’s
more, the performance of the CNN-AMC, trained on huge
labeled samples, can be considered as the upper bound, and
the TL-AMC is difficult to go beyond this bond. Our main
comparison algorithm is the CNN-AMC trained on the former
dataset.

V. EXPERIMENT RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Before showing the performance of TL-AMC, the exper-
imental platform, and the experimental parameters will be
first introduced. Firstly, the simulations of neural networks
are based on Keras with Tensorflow as backbend, simulation
dataset is generated by Matlab, and the device platform is a
GPU with one 1080Ti.

Then, we set the batch size B = 500, maximum epoches
E = 500, and learning rate γ = 0.001. For training and test,
we prepare two independent dataset and they contain 20000
and 10000 samples per SNR per type, respectively, and SNR
ranges from -10 dB to 10 dB with 2 dB as interval. When
training the DRCN in the TL-AMC algorithm, we randomly

 

(a)

 

(b)

 

(c)

Fig. 6. The classification performances of CNN and TL. (a) Nr = 4,
Nt = 1; (b) Nr = 4, Nt = 2; (c) Nr = 4, Nt = 4. It is noted that
CNN-AMC (Small) is the extreme condition of TL-AMC with λCAE = 0,
and λCAE = 1.

choose only NC samples to give them corresponding labels,
and the rest NR samples are unlabeled, where NC/(NC +
NR)× 100% = 5% and the labeled samples are very limited.

A. Comparing with CNN-AMC (Small) At High SNR

Confusion matrix (CM), as the main metrics, is applied to
compare the performance between TL-AMC and CNN-AMC
(Small), because CM can accurately describe the identification
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Fig. 4. The confusion matrix of TL-AMC and CNN-AMC (Small) at SNR = 10 dB. (a), (b) and (c) are TL-AMC, and the rest are CNN-AMC. In addition,
(a,d), (b,e) and (c,f) are test in ZF-MIMO systems with {Nr, Nt} = {4, 1}, {4, 2}, and {4, 4}, respectively. It is obvious that CNN-AMC (Small) has the
weak classification capability under few unlabeled samples, while TL-AMC can effectively identify four modulation types at high SNR. In addition, it can
be observed that it is easy for BPSK to be identified from other modulation types in either condition, because low order modulation scheme contains little
information and is not easy to be confused.

performance of these AMC algorithms for each modulation
type. Here, we adopt the CM to reveal which modulation
types are hard to be identified in CNN-AMC (Small). CMs of
TL-AMC and CNN-AMC (Small) under various ZF-MIMO
systems with different antennas are shown in Fig. 4.

From the Fig. 4, it can be observed that CNN-AMC
(Small) just has the capability to distinguish BPSK from other
modulation types, and it is difficult for CNN-AMC (Small)
to classify QPSK, 8PSK and 16QAM in various ZF-MIMO
system. However, under the condition of the same number
of labeled samples for training, TL-AMC shows it powerful
classification performance, and it can perfectly distinguish four
modulation types, which has demonstrated the effectiveness of
TL-AMC.

Here, we only give the CMs at SNR = 10 dB, because it
is obvious that CNN-AMC (Small) is difficult to classify four
modulation types even at SNR = 10 dB, and if SNR < 10 dB,
the classification performance will be worse.

B. Comparing with CNN-AMC (Large)

In the above section, we has proved the effectiveness of TL-
AMC, and here the CCP at each SNR P snr

cc ,−10 ≤ snr ≤ 10
is applied to indicate the performance gap between the TL-
AMC and the CNN-AMC (Large), which can be expressed

as

P snr
cc =

Nsnr
cc

Ntest
× 100%,−10 ≤ snr ≤ 10, (15)

where Nsnr
cc is the number of correctly classified samples at

snr dB; Ntest is the number of all test samples of {BPSK,
QPSK, 8PSK, 16QAM} at each SNR, i, e,. Ntest = 40000

The simulation results in various ZF-MIMO systems are
shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 5. According to these results, we
can conclude that TL-AMC has the similar performance with
CNN-AMC (Large) under the condition of high SNR, but its
performance will decrease sharply, if SNR is too low. In detail,
when SNR ≥ 0 dB and {Nr, Nt} = {4, 1} or {4, 2}, the CCP
of TL-AMC is close to that of CNN-AMC (Large), which are
also demonstrated by CMs in Fig. 5(a)-5(e).

However, compared with CNN-AMC (Large) in ZF-
MIMO system with {Nr, Nt} = {4, 4}, TL-AMC has huge
performance gap at SNR = 0 dB. It is also indicated in Fig. 5(c)
and Fig. 5(f) that TL-AMC has almost no capability to identify
8PSK and 16QAM, while CNN-AMC (Large) can easily
distinguish these two modulation types under {Nr, Nt} =
{4, 4}. The same large performance degradation occurs in the
ZF-MIMO systems with {Nr, Nt} = {4, 1} or {4, 2}, when
SNR < 0 dB. In addition, we also provide the curves about the
CPP of CNN-AMC (Small) as a comparison. The classification
performance of CNN-AMC (Small) just can get up to 50% at
most SNRs, which is far weaker than that of TL-AMC.
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Fig. 5. The confusion matrix of TL-AMC and CNN-AMC (Large) at SNR = 0 dB. (a-c) are TL-AMC, and the rest are CNN-AMC (Large). In addition,
(a,d), (b,e) and (c,f) are test in ZF-MIMO systems with {Nr, Nt} = {4, 1}, {4, 2}, and {4, 4}, respectively.

What’s more, the influence of different λCAE for TL-AMC
is also shown in Fig. 6, where λCAE = {0.3, 0.6, 0.9} is
considered. TL-AMC with a high λCAE can perform well,
but it does not means that the higher λCAE , the better
performance. Too high λCAE can result in the performance
decreasing, for example, TL-AMC (λCAE = 0.9) has a
slightly weaker performance than TL-AMC (λCAE = 0.6),
when Nr = 4, Nt = 4. Thus, the choice of λCAE requires
many attempts, and the suitable range of λCAE should be
[0.6, 0.9].

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose a TL-AMC method with a small
number of labeled samples and a large number of unlabeled
samples. In the TL-AMC, a DRCN is proposed and applied,
which contains two modules: the CAE for the reconstruction
of unlabeled modulation signals and the CNN for the the
classification of the labeled modulation signals. In addition,
the encoder layer in the CAE has the same structure with
that of the feature layer in the CNN, and they share their
weights with each other (these two layer can be considered as
the same one layer). The reason why we apply the DRCN
is that it is well-known that just simple CNN almost has
no ability to extract the robust and effective features from a
handful of labeled samples, which has been demonstrated by
simulation results. Thus, we introduce the unsupervised CAE
to make full use of massive unlabeled samples for accurately
reconstructing the input samples. Then, the knowledge of the

CAE (i.e., its weights) is transferred into the CNN by the
weight sharing. The simulation results demonstrate that TL-
AMC performs better than CNN-AMC, when there are few
labeled samples in the training dataset, and TL-AMC also has
the similar performance with CNN-AMC, which is trained on
huge labeled samples at high SNR. However, there are still
performance gaps between TL-AMC and CNN-AMC, trained
on a large number of labeled samples. Hence, our future
research will concentrate on few shot learning or other semi-
supervised learning model for more effective AMC.
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